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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

-PRESENT ~ATUS OF OBSERVATIONS AND INVESTIGATIONS OF EARTH-CURRENTSー

So・伺lledab回lutevalu，回 of earth-current potentials, which 紅 emeant by the 

potential differences themselves measured by any suitable method and apparatus between 

two points on出eearth’s surface. generally consist of various kinds of potentials due to 

di丘町ent回 U田sand circumstan但 S in different localities, but generally sp叫 dng，出ey

can be divid吋 intotwo p訂ts；出eone is caused by some agenci白 prevailingin the outぽ

space of the earth, while the other by on田 seatedin the earth including. a number of 

ext町aneouseff配 tsnear the electrodes. 

The first part is mainly re:.--poncible for the so・called universal earth-currents, such 

招 thedaily variations, micro-pul盟 tions,various kinds of iπe忽tlardisturbance3 and so on. 

In r配 enty回 rstheir general features have been fairly well unde指 toodand succ笛 sfully

explained by the increased observational data and the maxwetlian fundamental出eoryof 

electromagnetic induction in the heterogeneous e紅白’scrust co . However, our poor knowl-

edg伺 of出eheterogeneous and generally aniso位opicproperti邸 ofthe subterranean ma田

prevent us obstinately from our endeavour for the further precise unde悶tandingfor the 

subj配 t. Indeed, it can記 arcelybe doubt that the amplitude and phase of the uruversal 

earth-current potentials do not obey any simple law of distribution, but differ markedly 

from place to place. At the foot of a small hill apart about three hundred me紅白台om

出eKakioka Magnetic O凶ervatory,we ob田町ed曲emean amplitude in the eastward com・ 

pon四 tmore than two t加白お gr伺 tぉ出atobserved simultaneously in出eob誕 rvatory’s

compound, while in the northward component the former was le詣 thanone half times 

the latter. ・As it is well known，出edirection of potential gradient is generally r首位icted

to a more or le詔 fixeddirection in spite of出ecorr回 pondingchang田 ofgeomagnetic 

V配to四 inwide range Ol At some plac田. for example，位tedaily variation in出e

northward component do回 notapparently agree wi出 thatin theeas tward component of 

the horizontal magnetic field, but do回 followmuch more closely the time-variations in 
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the latter, while at other stations・ that in the eastward component is rather like that in 

the north component of geomagnetism itse百reversedC3l 

On the other hand, when the data紅 ereported or di民国sed;it has been customarily 

assumed that the physical and chemical stat田 ofthe subterranian ma弱 considぽed,or at 

least its electric conductivity govering the current flow, may be independent of time, and 

time rate of its change，証釦y,may be negligible small compared with the period of 

earth・current variations consid町ed. Unfortunately, moreover, we have had no long 

continued observations of earth・r白 istivity,and then it is too much to say that at pr回 ent

we have nothing about the mode of 'time variation，任any,of the conductivity, and further 

whether it may be conn民 tedto・theo出町 geophysicalphenomena, or not. 

The陀fore,at first one of the most fundamental and burning qu邸 tionsfor the 

pr田entstatu忌inthe stμdy of the universal earth-currents is to establish a better and more 

skilful equipment for the obs町vationsof e訂 th-currentpotentials and conductiviti田， and

clear up their local characteristics soぉ topromote the validity of the prevailing theory 

to make bettぽ understandingof the world・wide featur鎚 aswell as of the possible con・ 

nection to the oth町 branchesin science. 

The s配 ondpart of earth-currents has been supposed to be of relatively local 

character itself, even though we may have a possibility of a certain weak but rather 

constant genぽ alcirculation of ea此h・αrrrentsr.o. Consequently, only a little analys回

of these fields have been done in rathぽ specifiedlocaliti笛 probablyon account of some 

observational troubles; for example, el配 trodeperformanc回， faultyinsulation, variable 

contact potentials and so on. It h部 beenfrequenty emphasized that absolute values of 

ear出・currentsare entirely of geophysically m回凶ngl白 s,because of their unavoidable 

introduction of a number of extr初旬useffects at electrod田． But at出epr白 enttime it 

is certainly回 idthat at least their geophysical significances for the time variations should 

be patiently and seriously discussed from various standpoints of views by using more recent 

data distributed in different localities and continued in longer periods, because we have 

had a few materials available for th槌 eSP配 ifiedproblems. In fact, for example, ac・ 

companying with the occu訂enc回 ofsome earthquak白 andvolcanic erruptions, abnormal 

changes of earth-currents have been frequently reported, though not so systematically coJ • 

On 自由eoccasions it seems to be plausible to expect some abnormal changes of existing 

current flow, or creation of some new electric fields in the e紅白dueto the heterogeneous 
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distribution of也esubtぽ ranianma蹴 sof which physical and chemical pr9p町 ti偲 may

vary gradually or suddenly with time. 

On the other hand, Marc Deschevrens and others (Ol reported a electric tide which 

might be produced by the tidal motion of出eseawater in the per anent earth’s magnetic 

field, though his αirrents were criticized by S. J. Mauchly鵠 amere of electrochemical 

potentials at electrodes rn . However, we can not theoretically deny the po留めilityof 

above-mentioned like local currents due to the motion of seawater in the geomagnetic 

field. Recently the Admirality of Great Britains reported a -n~tural and tidal e紅白－

currents in出eClyde白tu紅 yand along the length of也eEnglish channel <SJ • 

We have, moreover, a number of similar unsolved problems in 出isfield of ear・血－

currents, such as those of anomalous mountain eff配 ts'9) , some characteristic features of 

d配信0・motivefore回 appearedaero回 出eboundari出 ofdifferent geological formations 

and faults, irregulcμ-surface currents due to unbalanced atmospheric el舵 tricch訂・ges(U), 

and so on. 

Thus, for all也ingsconsid町 ed, we訂efaced to many qu偲 tionsawaiting for 

furth町 .extendedinvestigations, or to st訂 tanew to make fundamental research白 parallel

wi血 moteelaborate routine observations improving the measuring method and apparat凶．

Meanwhile, the present auther has devoted himself in some y~ to the observa・ 

tions and studies of eartl何回Tentsto intend to clear up some of these burning questions 

of the subj配 tand住eatas many unsolved problems as he can. Some of r回叫tsobtained 

Wぽerepprted at sevぽ alplac田， afew of them being published. The present papぽ

contains some of his recent works which紅 edivided in two parts；出efirst d伺 lswith 

mainly the universal potentials in r笛 P配 tt.o their local characteristics as well as their 

world-wide f伺 t町田，.di詑 U毘 ingsome observational methods and te'Chmques. ・Some r白 ul匂

concerning the d配位icalconductivity ・may afford a new information to the studies of 

伺地・C町 en匂ぉ wellas some allied branches of geophysics. In the・ secQnd part are 

d白ぽibedsome asp配 tsof local earth・currents, one of which may sugg回ta possibility of 

some large sCale changes of physical properties in the earth’s interior. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE・ MEASURE勘ffiNTOF EARTH-CURRENT POTENTIALS AND ITS RELAIABILITY 

§ 1. Introduc低on

Superficially the method of the earth-current measurement is simplicity itself and 

d侃 snot differ in principle from an ordinary physical measurement of potential difference 

in first kind or second kind of conductor. We-must, however, take seriously into con-

siderations following some characteristic points in these field of science. 

In the first place, the e紅白 maybe probably considered to be a complex semi-

conductor; esp配 iallythe el配 tricstate of its upper layer, in which some of the main pa此s

of the measuring equipments are installed, is mainly governed by i包 constituentsand 

quantities of .el即位olyticsubstanc回 contained. And generally it is apt to vary ovぽ

ra出erwide limits beyond our control, so that it tends to rise various extraneous effects 

at也eelectrod田． Much efforts, therefore, have been done by many inv田tigators,to 

get d回 trodesfree企omany such contact potenti必s,but, unfortunately no satisfactory 

success has been done, at least in the permanent installation, though the non-polarizing 

liq凶delectrode is surely superior for・ the temporary observation in r田P配 tto its sm~l 

contact potentials. We must, therefore, allow for some of th白 econtact potentials and 

釘yto minimize them剖 po部ibleas we can, and more practically as constant as possible 

compared wi出 otherportions of potentials c。nsideredc•3l • Although these statements 

seem to be rath町 negativefor us, in practice even this last requirement is not so easily. 

realized部 itis the伺 se. These anomalous variations, however, are used to be distin-

guished from o出erportions of potentials by comparing two or more independent bases in 

the s包nedir配凶on. One of the most fundamental and urgent n目 essityfor earth-current 

m回 surementis to improve the method of electrode in~tallation to be suited for the per-

manent routine observation at出ev町 yplace. 

As too出町requirementsfor the satisfactory me：槌urement,similar careful practices 

must be done for the installation of the underground wires protected from any fault insu-

Ia ti。nand natural corrosions, and sometimes for the construction of some suitable shaped 

el位 trode3.of small contact resistances compared with that of the remainder of the 

circuit. These two requirements seem・ to be more or less伺 sierto a抗日iciallycon位。11
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出m ~ontact potentials, but various initial testing and practice of the former should be 

most carefully carried outぉ well.白 血atof electrodes themselv匂， because of the diffi・ 

culty of t白 tingtheir co町民torder・ of.・functionat. any time when once burried in the 

ground. 

B出 id田 ofthese points, various kinds of minute techniqu白 maybe required in 

practice for the method of r配 ordingand installation, corr田pondingto出eapparatus used 

and the different geological, tophographical and hydraulic stat白 atthe very station. 

From these points of views, in this chapter are given some observational simple exp町i・

ments and not白 onthe出sentia1points, on which the accuracy of the measurement. 

depends mainly but so systematically have not been tre.ated, and general d白ぽiptionof 

泊施 methodand equipment made at the Kakioka Magnetic Observafory through which 

important data used in位由 paper町esupplied. 

§ 2. Some experiments and notes on the measurement 

of earth-current potentials 

I: Base length 

Generally speaking, it is difficult to say in a word how long and in what directions 

the base lines should be installed. The matter differs for different subj民 tsof investigation 

and localiti田 of出esubterranian structure in the neighbourhood of the station. For 

instance, at the ordinary .observatory r配 ordingof such sorts of回 rth-currentsas the world・ 

wide.and rather short period val'1at1ons, one to ten Km lines running in northward and 

eastward dir民 tions紅 eusually installed cm . On long lin飴， runningscor田 orhundred 

'kilometr回 long,we have some advantag白 in-suchpoints as the negligible small electrode 

potentials. compared wi血 也eu凶ver鈍 1ear出・currentpotentials, low詑 nsibilityof instrtu・

ments used, more representative featur回 ofthe current flow in the vicinity of the station 

and so on. Fol'. the permanent ro・qtine work; however, it may be more d偲 irable.to 

construct cheaply and to keep permanently the lin偲 insatisfactory conditions, even it is 

required to use somewhat higher sensitive instruments or recording apparatus. Hence, 

from only this point of view, and further from the need of m首ormityof出es甘ucture

in the紅白 includedin the meas町 ement,it may be apparently said that the more .出e

line is short, the better ・it go白. Of course, we may frequently encounter with trouble・ 

~oine a.nci diffic;ult events to overcome fo:r the satisfactory m伺 S町ementsof small quantiti崎
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considered ci.:i , if・ unduly short lines w町e~perated without any sensible precaution against 

various e政 aneouse町民ts. In ordぽ tohannoruze those merits and failures, at ordinary 

o~tory it may be回feto choose the base length as long as a few kilometr田 atmost, 

provided c訂ぱ叫1pre<沼utionand patient end伺 .voW-for maintenance of all p訂 旬 。fthe 

eqwpment. 

On均eo品位・hand,at a place where出esubterrattlan struct町eis田 complex出at

the distribution of i旬 el配 tricalconductivity b配 om田 heterogeneousor even・ ani鉛釘・opic,

we may・ have a few base systems wi出 diff町 entb笛 elength and db:舵 tionsof the Jin田 ．

τ'he n白dof the詑 auxiliary句凶pments伺 nbe j脱出edby the preci民 knowledgeabout 

也edistribution of也ec町rentflow in r白P配 tto that of condu~ti吋ty in bo出 horizontal・

and vertical必r配 tions. ・A more important point in some sen記 isthat 他国eduplicate 

ぽ multiplesystems can m組百倍t也.emselves鵠 apowぽ fultool for the i即位.tigationof 

lo伺 l,or s9metim倍 region叫 cbaract・ぽSof聞はh－αUT回.ts.

2. Geomagnetic 'and atnwsPheric. electric伽dueti仰仰 theoverhead line. 

It is unqu白紙onab~y d間仕ableto u舘 thehighly insulated cable lines for conn倒 ion

between the r配 ordinginstrumen也・andel配 trod田， b配 ausewhen the aerial lin白 areused 

the following points sho叫dbeαred of; el配 tromagneticinduction on them due to the 

time chang・田 ofthe geomagnetic field or m配bani伺 lmotion of the lin倍 inthe permanent 

geomagnetic field, el配 trostaticinduction eff，田tsof atmospheric electricity, and some 

mecha叫cal・白 mag回 of l回dingwir伺 and their supporters. But frequently are used 

the overhead lines instead of cabl倍， b配 auseof the偲 pen関 entailedand serious injury 

upon也ecrops. 

CA〕 G仰 nagneticinduction on tlze line 

くi.) Induction due to也e位ansientgeomagnetic field cha~田．

Two t白 tba民 lineswere記 tin the compound of the Kakioka Magnetic Ob記 r-

V3:tory，。neof which form~ a vertical r・配 tangularloop of世間訂ea100 m~ wittt its overhead 

line and the ground, while an insulated wire for anoth町 basewas laid down on the 

surface of the ground in a straight line, running in the same direction as the former base. 

Earth-current potentials for each ba田 werephotographically r配 ordedby means of two 

時郎itive,galvanometぽswith血esame instrumental constants as shown in Table 1. 
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Galvanometer 

Table .1. 

Period C. D. Res. Coil R回. Current sens. S回 levalue 

7.5脅 I04n 1.1.10－里amp/mm 2.8. lO~olt/lOOm/mm non 

Speed of I 
R仰向 1 6. O mm/minute 

Considering the fact that the more the magnetic .field changes quickly, the more induced 

C山Tentin a loop becoてneslarge, the atriplitudes of血esame short period variations with 

their time duration ranging from ten .seconds to one minutes were read out from two 

records. The amplitudes of出e担ilectedvariations are given ii:i three groups in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of amplitude of P<>tentials, A, of the・univ.ersal short period variations 
observed with two sets of lines; the one makes a vertic;al loop with the ground 
and.another with no loop. 

A: expre鈴 ed'in mm unit. 
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Ar: Line with a loop. Ao: Line wiぬ no_loop. 

As it had been expected before the experiment, we could not detect any appreciable 

difference in amplitude between two記 tsof ba詑 linesas far as the accuracy of the mea-

surement. w鎚 concerned. We could also find no phase differences between two records 

in the limit of eπor, four母conds. From the theoretical standpoint of view, however, 

the magnitude of induced electromotive force, V, in a coil due to the varying magnetic 

force, H, which 阿部esperpendicularly through the coil can be expres詑das follows. 

dH 
V=S.N.一一一.io-s volts, 

dt 

where S and N are the area and number of turns of出ecoil. Then, in the C部 eof出e

above experiment, V can be calculated as V = 10-7 volts for S= 100 m~. and 4. 5.10-s volts 
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for S＝側m',r回開討哨， whenN=l，”筈＝炉

1 The ma垣mum訂 eaof也eI。ep・in出e詑 n詑鵠idabove is approximately 4500 r n 

for the regular伺 stba舘 lineof one and half kilometers I。ngat K討ci。ka. At any rate, 

也町efore, it is cle紅 白atinduction d配 tdue to the varying geomagnetic field wi血

period as low槌 ten関 condsis not so important. 

くii) Induction due to the motion of the line in the permanent geomagnetic 

field. 

On the other band, we have an another equivalent induced elec位・o・motiveforce 

due to the relative motion of也eoverhead line to也ep町 manentgeomagnetic field when 

也ewind and o血町 m舵 bani伺 Ifore回 acttoo記il~te 也e line泊 favourableconditions. 

The line is more or less fl偲 ibleand not al-y.rays bound on也einsulators in也e組me

manner at each point and, moreover, the ext町na1mechanical fore飽， ofwhi<:h most ef・ 

fective one is wind, usually change their dir配 tionand magnitude wi血 r回 Pぽ tto time 

and space. Con担 que叫y，血eroop formed betw偲 nthe line and the ground chang伺 its

area wi也 time,anti then白einduced E.M.F. w組出comeso irregular and indefinite出at

it would not be so easy to grasp也eexact mode of曲ematter. Never出less，也eorder 

of magnitude of the induced E.M.F. may be estimated as follows. For example, at血e

Kakioka Magnetic Ob時rvatorywe have an eastward line of one and half kilometer long 

as above・mentioned of which wire is fixed at臼ftyone points on出einsulators. The 

.mean area of 伺ch. 舘~gment of the line formed between it and the horizontal Une conn配 :t・

ing two cons民utivepoints amoun匂 toabout 3. 10‘cm1. For simplicity’S 錨 ke, if we 

a田 umethat伺 .chsegment has the羽 mearea田 idabove and as a rigid body O詑剖母国

about the horizontal axis in the plane perpendicular to也egeomagne討cmeridian wi白血e

縄 mephase，出enthe induced E.M.F. in the whole line can amount to the ord町 of

millivolt. The magnitude回 .timatedin也isid回 lizedca田 isnot so small enough to be 

neglected compared wi血 o出町 kindsof univぽ租l国民h・currents. In practice, howevぽ ．

釦 chan idealized un立ormcondition can not be r伺 lized, and moreover, owing to the 

rapidness of出emotion of出e記，gment,only a few pぽ centof血isamount ・will be actu・ 

ally r配 ordedby m ぽ dinarygalvanometer or such like apparatus wi血 b pro戸~period

of a few鎗 conds. Actually, during the long p釘iodof ob民rvationat Kakioka we co叫d

l10t detect any remarkable trace on也eelectrogra.m even when ra出町strongwind blew, 
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It is necessary. however, to take these effects into account when the small and rapid 

variations such a~ micropullsations comparable with those of the earth ground紅 eto be 

recorded. 

〔B〕 Atmosphericelectric eグectsupon the line 

Accompanying with the disturbanc白 inatmospheric elec仕icityin such bad weathers 

as thunderstorms, heavy rains, snowfatling, solid precipitation and etc, we haye frequently 

recorded some irregular and rather .larger variations in both componen旬 atKakioka. 

The amplitude of these variations differ markedly at different localities, and depend upon 

the prevailing meteorological conditions, topography, height of the overhead line and etc. 

On the meteorologically calm days, however, no such remarkable abnormal changes 

伺 nbe obsぽ ved. Therefore, such kinds of local effects due to the changes of aむnos・

ph~ric electricity, of which major part may. due to the antenna-earth current，訂eonly 

occurred ・in very specified time ・intervals, and出en

give no. serious handicap for the discussion of the 

gen町 alaspects of earth-currents. 

Generally speaking, however, we have some possi-

bili凶esto suppose more ex.tended spatial 'correlation, 

or rather world-wide .relation between earth-currents 

and atmospberic electricity出roughthe transfer of 

electricity between・ the air and the earth, ・but the 

discussion for these problems are out of the詑 opeto 

be treated in the pr回entchapter. 

An example at the Kakioka Magnetic Observatory 

is shown in Fig. 1, which was accompanied with the 

precipitation of hailstone of moderate intensity. The 

阿aν8.IQ50 ，、
〉

ーに；f(0) 

「一一一，.－ JW 
E 

－－『，~』，～－世＇＇
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I( II ti 13 14心r>
Fig, 1, Abnormal variation of 
e紅th-currentpotentials aα:om・ 
panied with hailst.on関 ofmod・ 
erate intensity，くA), Arrows 
show the dirぽtio・nof cuπ阻 t
flow 

maximum ranges of this variation recorded by some lines are given in Table 3. It shows 

how much differ these variations at different localitiea. In旨ぱぽenceto位tis,the topo・

graphical and geological featur飴 nearthe observatory are shown in Fig. 2 togeth町 with

the site of the observatory. For convenience’S回kefor the further sta恰ment,some of 

the regular and temporary base lines drawn in the figure訂 enumbered and their base 

lengths訂 ealso given in Table 4. 
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Fig. 2. Arrangement of regular and temぴ>racy伺 rth-cぽ rentlines, and 
g田 logi国 1and tophogrョphicalsketch n回rthe Kakioka Magnetic 
O加ぽvat.ory.

l'able 3. Lo国 labnormal varia録。nsof回 rth叩 rrent卯飴ntialsaa:ompnied with hailston白
at Kakioka 

Base line後
Ba舘 length

1--;;-I NS 

. ran民 ・mV/kmI A~がiぬ伽 ratio of ’ I univぽ組1cぽ ren旬

開 INS I HW  I NS 

79.8 1 1 

145 

(0) 

く1)

仁9)

1.5-0km 

lOOm 

lOOm 

1.IOkm 

lOOm 0.6 

部.I 
0.70 0.92 

100~ 0.6 1.24 0.64 

* Refer to T：油le4. 
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Table 4. 

Base line 

会Component Ieng偽

Designated number 
of base lines 

'f!,W 
NS 

ew 
ns 

l.50km 
1.lOkm 

lOOm 
lOOm 

lOOm 
lOOm 

くO)

く9)

e’司＂＇，， ns く1)

E1W1 

E’w’ 
E2W1 

350m く3)

('2) 

(4) 

e1W・2
n1s1 

蜘

加

伽

伽

一

co 

In connection with this phenome'la, it should be re-ne:nbered that some abnormal 

variations in bad weather are often mistaken as those due to atmospheric electricity, but 

they町 ereally caused by fault insulation of the line and insulators. 

3. Insulation 

It is one of the most important requirement for the satisfactory measureillent of 

e訂 th-c山Tentsto keep the total circuit in adequate insulation throughout the measuring 

period notwithstanding any unexpecteヨchangesin the natural and artificial circu nstances 

under which the measurements are regularly carrie:t on. The difficulties in obtaining 

adequate insulation are mainly encountered in the field equip:nents, that is, overhead and 

underground lines, together with insulators and leads joining the electrodes to the lines. 

Sometimes the faulty insulation of the ov.erhead lines may be introduced unconsciously 

by touching and injuring their coating wi出 somethinglike branches・ of trees, except 

the gradual d回 reaseof insulation resistances of the lines and insulators due to the changes 

of their materials over a period of years. As to・theunderground lead joining the 

electrodes proper to the lines, the matter is very troublesome, for its insidious effects 

訂 einfluenced by various kinds of changes of physical aTld cheτiical号tatesof the surface 

layer of the e紅白． The following experimental results may give an idea of the order 

ofぽror初 beinむ・odμcedin the measurements due to faulty insulation, 
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(A〕 Error due to faulty h胤 laiionof the line and insulator・－

( i ) Simple circuit. 

The simplest ca詑 ofm回 Sぽ ingarrange-

men ts will be considered; more compli伺 ted

on倍伺nbe tr伺 tedin the similar manner. In 

Fig. 3，出eoverhead line is supposed to be伺此h-

ed between Px and Qx through the to胞1-resis-

旬neeX，出en血ecurrent iit flowing in the line 

但 nbe e却 ressed回 follows;

ら叶 x＋~ ~I 
x+c，く1一主L)I

Y. 
Ro 

伽 tg-.~
k, ix ・じ~::..J ic2 
E.執が側品、~~~~~~可£＇；＇

νI ＼ 々凶
Fig. 3. Simple gav創10metercircnit. 
R: Highmang聞はnsl!l'lesr伺抱tance.
G: Coil reals国時ofgalvanome悦
C1, Cs: Contac岱esis飽neeat the elec-

位。deE1 or E,. 
S: Univer閣 lshunt r回 i蜘 nee.

v=v,-v,, v .. =vx-V2 

GS 
Ro=R＋万平喜一＋c,+c,

where v., v2 and v .. are earth-current potentials at血epo加tsof electrod回 E1・

e紅白edpoint Px; C1 and C2 the contact resistanc目前出er回.pectiveel包 trodes.

E, and 

Since 

泊1econdition β孟1is usually fullfied f町 C,/Ro＜c.厄 practice，也ough也e伺詑 ofVc>V1 

when v1>v3 can be抑 留 めlealong some pa出 of也.eoverb伺 dline，ら willb配 omegen-

釘叫lysmall compared with the回記 whenthe line is kept in perfect in釦 lation,i.e., 

おくω．＝士
It is to be no恰d血atthe reduction coefficientβis al四回tde term凪~d by也eratio of出e

con包.ctr田istanceat出eelectrode to出einsulation r鎚 is包nceat出epole or some point 

on也.eline. 

くii) Model experiment. 

Th回econs idぽヨtionswere illustrated in出e

following simple model experiment of which訂 range-

ment is shown schematically in Fig. 4. Two similar 

r倒 an刷 紅copperel配 trodeP1 and P2く2.0cm x 2.0 cm) 

was immersed at a horizontal dis包.neeI apart in也e

concen住icCuSO.鈎 lutionin which an approximately 

uniform elec出cfield was set up betw白 ncopper elec・

位。d回 E,and Bi・Allsplic回 joiningP, and P, to h回 .vy

rubber doubly coated wir回 m1andm1w錨也icklycoat-

ed by high qwility pitch to be impervious to 出e

し

s 

E1 

K 

V: Glass v民isel,
18cm×2lanX21αn. 

S: W似国clenplate oover. 
E’s: Copper plate electrod回．

m~ H田町四bberw仕e.
p’s：白P抑rplat伺．

n：臼P開rwire. 
K: Porcelain lnsulater. 
l=P1P,, ~＝P1n. 

s 
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solution. A cop牌 rwire rt, 1 mm in diameter •. was出endipped into the solution at 

也edis旬neex from P2 on the line joining P1 and P，・ Thecurrent i耳 pa担 ing出rough

a galvanometer・ G, its sensibility being 1. 50. 10-a Amp. per mm  and period 2・S配 onds,

was measured for two句誕swhen n was conJlected to the base line L and di記 onn舵 ted

from it, corr伺.pondingto血eactual cas回 offaulty and pぽfeetgood insulation. Some 

・exampl目。f出er倍叫tsthus obtained and calculated values by the expr側 ionof i11 in ( i ) 

訂egiven in Table ぬ. ・The example A shows the linear functional relation between 

iir and x.. The ·e·xampl~ B1 and B, were carried out to check the asymptotic variati<>n 

of i11 by increasing X/C，・ alltabular values .of curren也 beingexpre諮edby divisions of 

the deflection. 

Table 5A. Relation between i11 and x 

くlg）” x(1αn) 
la 

18.5 6.1 16.4 

18.4 5.S 15.5 
18.4 4.4 14.9 

国 1.

16.6 

15.6 
14.7 

X=l7n 

,C1=Ca=l40 
GS R＋』？？官ー＝llOOOn
G+S 

1 =8.0cm 

18.4 2.9 13.1 13.1 one div=0.6.10-3 volts. 

Table 5B1. Relation民tweeni11 and X/C1 

5.1011 1.5.103 S.5.103 7.10’ 2.10‘ 

i, l立｜16.1 17.0 17.8 18.2 18.4 

15.9 17.2 17.8 18.S 1!:1.4 

くis）圃 18.8 18.8 18.6 18.7 18.6 

X/C1 0.75 2.20 5.10 10.15 29.0 

Ci=690n, R=l4000o, 1=8.0αn, x=5.5cm 

X=Xo+Cn, Cn=l7o; contae'!: resie旬neeat n. 

Table 5.S.... 

Xo(の 1011 6.1011 103 5.10' 10・5.10‘ S.10’ 108 

~ 
13.3 14.0 14.8 17.0 17.8 18.5 18.9 19.0 
13.2 14.0 14.7 17.0 17.8 18.7 19.0 19.0 

18.9 18.9 18.9 18.9 18.9 19.0 19.0 19.0 
0.04 0.17 0.34 1.67 8.82 16.7 99.5 882 

C1=3014n, R=14000n, 1=8. OCin, x=4.政:m.
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1n the above位 perimentscontact resistanc.伺 atP, and P2 wぽeassumed to be 

equal and one half of the effective resistance between P1 and P3・ The contact resis包nee

at n was calculated in the same way by subtracting也econtact r白 is包neeat P1 from・ the 

d耐えiveres面白色cebetw時nP1 and n. The good 

co住1cidencebetween the expぽimentand calcula・ 

tion proved血atthe uniform electric field w筒

fairly well回tablishedin the solution, and it was 

not disturbed by血earrangements of出eexperi・ 

m担 tand也eCl;UTeQ.t flowing in the circuit, 

sho_wiロgno appreciab1e i>ol訂 izationeffect at 

electrodes. Indeed，部 itis seen in Fig. 5出e

potential世opbetween the electrode P1 and n 

(V.-V,.) was increa舘 dlin伺 rlywi由也eincr回 s・

ing distance between them. 

（溢） • Field experiment. 

A similar field experiment w指 carried

18 Di.νisons 

16 (Vr-Vx} 

ta 

12 

10 I’ 

8 

6 

・4 

2 

I 
0 1 
p, 

2 3 4- s 6 7 aa助

P2 

l'.ig. ・s. Potential drひpbetween Pin, 
くVi-V ,.), and distance between 
p』andn. 

out for the east component of the universal earth-currents at Kakioka. Some位 perimental

details are .given in Table 6・:whereal.I resistances were measured by the 

bridge, notations being to be referred to Fig. 3 or the expression of ill'・

c, x 
1. 2.百百 1. 2. IiJ3瓦

Table 

Distance 
E1 ~ 
ioom 

6. 

Distance 
~Px 
57m 

Ro 

301.1.lOJn 

Kohlransch’s 

The decreament of the amplitude of the short period variations when X was con・ 

nected to出eline is clearly記 enin Fig. 6, where the amplitude is plotted referred to 

血.esame variations recorded by an another independent adjacent eastward line of equal 

length as a reference base. From the諸 twolinear r.elations we obtained the coefficient 

β＝O. 80, while出e儲 lculatedvalue isβ＝0.79. 

When theme.出町ementis under fear of low accuracy by 1訂・gecon阻ctresistances 

or low insulation resistances, the田alevalue, or voltsensibility of the electrogram is 

frequently calibrated by impressing the known el舵 tromotiveforce fa the total circuit 

including the earth instead of substituting it o叫yaero笛 thegalvanometer unit in place 

of Jin回（Fig.7). In the former method of記 aling,scale value is apt to be disturbed 
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Fig. 7. Galvanometer method with the国 librating
c;:ircuit for the tot包lresistance including 
the回 rth.

吋erencebase 
Fig. 6. Decreament of amplitude of the universal 

国 rth・currentpotentials when the line is 
ar.tificially earthed through the (nsulating 
res is回 1ceX. 

during the time of operation by the short periodic fluctuation of the univ町鈍lcu町 ents 

them舘 lves,and sometimes polarization cuπ·ents~ If we keep the resist~nce of the circuit 

GS 
in such a way伽 .t, R＋古平否＋玉；誌；－~ C1+C,, 

出eSC剥evalue determined by the latter method becomes approximately indei>endent of 

contact resistances C's and.X. 

At any rate, from the詑 considerationsit can be concluded that the contact r白 is・

tanc回 atelectrodes should be minimized鎚 possibleas we can in order to avoid bo出

unstable potentials due to the variations of contact resistances and insidious e町ors’cau田d

by the fa叫tyinsulation of the lini回 andinsulators, provided no unstable contact potentials 

are consequently introduced in the circuit. 

〔B〕 Error.sdue to J aulty i悩 ulationof measuring aρ1paratus. 

Although it詑 emsapparently to be much easier to keep the measuring apparatus 

in the room也anto keep the outdoor equipments in adequate insulation, we must take 

care of the ocαUTence. of faulty insulation effects during the long period of o凶ervations.

回 peciallywhen potentials are to be recorded photographically by means of田 nsitive

galvanometers in a dark roαn. Most of events happened at Kakioka and other places 

were due. to the unsatisfactory conditions of the galνanometer set, that is, damage of 
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insulation between two terminals of a galvanometer, leakage through the tri卯dsand 

leading wires connected from the shunt resistance to出egalvano:neter, and so on. 

The担 un担 tisfactoryconditions were all caused by the accumulation of very small dust 

part.ides on the surfaces of insulatorョinthe course of long time recording in a dark 

room, of course，出eevents beeing promoted by the moisture content勾 inthe air. 

The rest minor p紅白 weredue to i:he faulty insulation at terminals of various・ conn配 tions

and natural decreament of insulation resistance of insulators u鵠 d.

These insidious eロorsdue to faulty insulation, ho＇陀 ver,can be detected and 

preven旬bleby the effort of constant and careful cleaning the main portions of galvanometer 

se飴 andall terminals in the circuit and checking for the constancy of daily記 ale

values, jointly using也esuitable devices for protecting the all apparatus fro;n the dust 

accumulation, variations of air humidity and temprature. For example, coating bared 

portions of the leading wire n伺 rthe terminals and tripods with high quality liquid 

i悶叫ator，詑aling出ewax on・白esurface of conぽ・eteblock on which the galvanometers 

were set, and sometimes setting the galvanometers in a suitable thermostat, or in a 

semi－回dergrowidhouse in which temp町 atぽ eand humidity were kept approximately 

∞凶也nt, and etc., w町 eall邸 :p町iencedto be simple and useful for the pr，倍ent

problem. 

At la5t, it is not to be forgotten that in some ca臼 alldry cells or bat胞ries,

usually l～6 volts, u民 dm the伺 libratingcircuit or potentiometer circuit should be 

carefully insulated. 

4. Contact resistances and their・、timevariations 

Some回 amplesof the effective contact resistances between two electrodes and 

their time variations measured at Kak1oka are given in Table 7, which were all measured 

by出eKohlrau記 h’sbridge 訓血血e剖t町 natingcurrent source of ten出OU姐 ndcycles. 

As is詑 enin the table, their mean values extend from the minimum two hundred 

ohms of NS component旬 them也 imum詑venhundred ohms of ns, while for each ba詩

the maximum deviation from its mean in the co山 田 ofthe y伺 rapproximately amounts 

to 20%. Thus，出血isca碍 theeffective contact resistance of EW, or ns compon~nt 

above・rnentioned only amounts to less位ianone percent of廿iehigh舘 ri白 r回 is也nぽ

inserted in the circuit, and at least the記 asonalvariations of all components can be 

neglected in the measurement of potentials. As it is well known, the contact resistance 
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is principaly controled by the surface紅 eaof the elec仕ode, do担 ne鎚 ofcontact 

between. the surface of the. electrode and its adjacent p訂 tof the soil', amount of moisture 

,content, kinds of salts contained in it, and so on. Then, at different places and by 

different proce艶 ofinstallation, we may have sometimes so large contact resistances, 

or their remarkable time variations. that the accuracy and stableness of the measurement 

訂 eprincipally decided by the unavoidable changes of chemical and・ physical states of 

曲egro~nd. In practice, howev町， itma:v. be more important to keep the constant 

contact resistance in long period than to make it as Small as po田ible,if we can not 

realize simultaneously the田 twoconditions.・ Any extraneous effect at the electrode, which 

. may be accidentally introduced by making m~hanically the contact resistance as small 

as possible, should・ be avoided, because any unstable contact potential is usually much 

troublesοme to位eatthan to avoid the effect due to a rather large contact resistance. 

τ＇able 7. Effective・ coロ包.ctr田:is・加 1cesくR)in some indepnd閣 .tbase lines at the Kakioka 
Magne低：cOb鈴 rvatory.。I03ll)

Dat恐 11948 (I) （~） (S) 1949 
I 19/IV 29/V 28/Vl 31/¥1JI 28/llll 31,l!l!_ユ豆旦町民 19/JX30/X 24／沼 8/1JJ.22／工 22/ll23βI~ 

EWI 0.64 0.62 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.60 0.55 0.-45 0.48 O.日 0.510.54 0.55 0.60 0.63 

Base*iewl 0.57 0.5_5 o，日 o.49 o. 44 o.45 o. 4Z ・o. 44 o・“ 0.490.50 0.臼 0.田 0.悶 0.60
line! I 

ns I 0.8-2 0.78 0.67 0.64 0.59 0.59 0.54 0.56 0.57 0.60 0.65 O，旬 0.75 0. 75 0. 76 

Remむ刈 (1) aff…in; (2) heavy rain; (3) a伽 heavyrain 

併 Referto Table 4. 

Referring to the further continued data cuJ , the contact resistance generally 

undergoes a rather simple田asonalvariation with a maximum in the interval from the 

later spritig to the early summer; and a minimum in the autumn months, though some 

irre忽ilaritiesare found in the period from the later summer to the early autumn 

(Table 7). And the mean amplititude of the seasonal variation田emsto make no 

reμia士kablechange.企on:iy回 zto ye官 邸f紅白山白eelectrodes ar_e concerned. On the 

occasfons of heavy rains, however, the contact r出 is旬nee・of the regular eastward base, 

く0)-line, decreased rapidly and recovered gradually, of which mechanism may be 

connected to出eirregul紅 iti回 appe訂・edin the period from the latter s山nmerto由e

early autumn above~mentioned. 

Although we have no need in this chapter to touch the further details of the 

contact resistance, it may be worthy to see a similar託部onalvariation of the earth’s 
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Fig. 8. S回sonalvariation of effective contact resistances and earth-resistivities at Kakioka. 
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resistivity of血eupper layer of the earth. In Fig. 8訂 eshown也e田asonalvariations 

of bo出 d倒 ivecontact resis刷 ces(R) and resisti叫 i回（p)which were measured by the 

method of Wenner-Gish-Looney wi出 amegger type ratiometer (L・10type resistivity meter 

by也eYokogawa Elec凶cWorks). In the vicinity of the 伯母rvatorythe uppermost 

layer up to the depth about C">ne hundred mete四 belowthe surface has a rather uniform 

resistivity of about 10‘n. cm. It may be e:>甲ectedfrom也isfigure that the記 asonal

variation of也econ包d resis包neeαnbe principally controled by也atof re3istivity, but 

depends lo伺 Uy叩 on也ephysi伺 Iand chemical stat回 inthe adjacent part of the ground 

to也eel配位。d飴．

5. Variatirms of contact Potentials 

From血eelectro<:hemi但 1point of views, there should be no potential di丘町・ence

図式ingb説明朗 twoelectrod回 which訂 eidentically equal in their phycical and chemical 

s旬t伺 andniade to contact with a homogeneous and isotropic medium. Howevet・， this

is not practi但 Hyrealized in e紅白・currentmeastirements, even託 weu鵠 two・identi伺 lly

equal electrod田. Therefore, it is a common関 n担 amongthe earth・currentists that 

one of the most important points in出eearth・αUTent me都町回ientis how to minimize 

也econtact potentials and how long to keep it in a constant state, be伺 useit is 
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practi伺Uyim抑留ibleto b町ry血eelectrodes in the ground without some contact 

potentials. between any two electrod白. In ordぽ toget a pair of electrodes to meet 

these troubl倍。medemands, skilful methods have been proposed by叩meauthers c•仰

In our routine works it was frequently eff.白 tivein practice. to burry both elec-

位od田 in回 meartificially prepared substances in plac~ of the natural soils. At Kakioka 

two electrod回 Wぽeburried in large volwne of charcoal fine gravels, of :which some 

details of perfoロnancewill be d倍ぽibedinぬen偲 tparagraph. For an ano出町 example,

at Owashi仏＝日6° 12'E, '1'=34°04’N), a branch station of the Magnetic Ob関門atory,

by replacing the very sandy ground of about也reecubic metぽswi出 thefine clayey soil, 

in which double・c訂 bonelectrodi邸 Wぽeinstalled, large contact potential variations were 

almost dis.appeared in出eeastward line (Fig. 9a). Before this reconstruction of electrodes 

the record of this base. showed the very typical and large contact potential variations due 

to the rainfall as shown in Fig. 9a. For the northward base, howev，町ithere was詑 en

no remarkable・ improvement, b民 au記 wemade no・ replacement of soil for the south elec・ 

Owashi 

NS. 

2?600 ,_ 
011. 8th oft. 
135°£.持オ．

Q私

戎＇WKn
100 

80 

飴

oh. 

Fig. 9a. An example showing improvement of electrode pぽfonnanceby replacing the 
.natural ground with 。thersubsぬncesat Owashi. 
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住odeonly. This improvement for 

出eeぉtwardba艶 maybe儲 :plained

by the very small change of moisture 

content in曲ecarefully compacted 

clayey volume said above due to i胎

smaller coefficient of permeability 

compared wi血 thatof出every甜＼dy

part surrounding it. 

Fig. 9b. Lar酔 andrapid abnormal changes of田氏h・
current potentials due to rainfall at。washl.

An another example of d血 i・

lar, but more elaborate d配位。de

performance w祖 carriedout at Kaki・ 

oka for the equipment of the sub・ 

regular伺 S阿古'dline, (2)-line, of 

which recording w槌 startedin April, 19切. This base wぉ situatedon the line回 tended

W白 twardsof the regular eastWa.rd line，く0)-line,and i俗図st-polew錦鵠tdowJ.1 about 

ten meters e泊 tw紅白 tothe w倍 .t・poleof出elatter. The electrode u詑dis schemati回lly

shown in Fig. 10. Two carbon rod~ 

were hurried in char-coal gravels, 

which w町 ecarefully packed in-a 

hollow conαete cylind町 enc1osed

by sand lay町， andconn＇配 tedparallel

wi出血eov町headline. All out・釘

sl!ll'face of出econぽ・etecylinder and 

i包 COV・ぽ W釘ecoated wi也 pitchto 

protect the ves民 lfrom the percora ・ 

tion of moisture from也esurrounding 

鈎 il,except t1鳩 bottomside. For 

the underground leading wire wぉ

U毘 dthe lead伺 .blewire. As it is 
Fig. 10. A“pot”el民信叫ebuπi叫 ups泊e

down. 

記 enin Fig. 11, variations of daily mean valu回 ofpotential gradients observed by也is

line and the regular EW line，く0)-line,are fairly in good accordance回 d o出町

in spite of the latter ba健 being詑 tdown about sixteen y組問 ago. As a whole, 
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Fig. 11. Com開 ri田 nof daily m回 nvalu目。ftwo inqependent base I泊四 withdifferent 

el院佐・odes，“pot”elec主'odeand copper・charcoal electrode. 

they made also no appreciable long period variations due to回 me邸 traneouseff，配白

ne訂 theelectrodes, showirig hardly connection wi出 neitherthe corresponding daily nieans 

of the horizontal intensity of geomagnetism, nor amount of rainfall. 

These examples, therefore, tell us that if we伺 npay O町 carefuland propぽ

considぽ ationsto bo出 constructionand installation of el配 位odes, and together with to 

the circumstance of the place, we白色 exp民 ta possibility to get a fairly good condition 

of electrodes, and con詑 quentlystable contact potentials. 

Concerning to the electrode performance, it must be also noted that thoug_h 

it is frequently less emphasized to protect splices joinning the underground '?Vire to 

the electrode proper from permeation of soil moisture, remarkable contact potentials 

αn be appeared especially when the soldered .joints are imperfectly e:>中O提 dto血e

ground. Ref erring to this point, the following simple experiment w鵠国町iedout. 

By the姐 mearrang，凹淀川 shownin.Fig. 4, contact potential between P1 and P, was 

m伺suredwhen soldered jointed points between m’s and p’S Wぽ e eJ甲O誕 d to出e

solution by tearing off the pitch layers coated on their surfaαぉ. Some of the results 

a同 givenin the following Table 8. 
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τ冶.ble8. Var泊.tionsof con匂.ctpotenti!lJ due to imperfぽtinsulation at splices. 

Pitch layer Contact伊tentialbetween P1 amd P~ 

く1)exist on both side of P1 and P2 0.06mv P1 negative 

くの no layer on one side of P1 only剖 dP2 unchanged i 19.60 P1 negative 

くの no layers on one side of both P1担 dP2 0.35 P1 positive 

くの no layers on bo・白 sid田 ofP1組 done side of P, 15.33 P1 ne伊tive

くの no layers on both sid回 ofP1 and P:i 0. 18 P1 positive 

Therefore, when we have some different materials wi出 differentphysical and chemical 

s也.tesat some p紅白・ofelectrodes, or its underground wires，関rioq.sprecaution must be 

paied for the electrode performan偲 ， forinstance, when the lead electrodes are u田d.

As it is easily understood by the above目。紅白tent;similar precaution should be 

paied for the p町feetprotection of underground wires from the abrasion and corrosion, 

even no different materials being contained in 曲目n. If a part of the copper wire 

directly, or through low insulation is expo記 dto the釦 il,at which depth it might has 

different physical and chemical s旬tesfrom those at the electrode proper，出every 

p訂tof the wire would旬kea role of an ano血町 electrode. The contact potentials 

也us.produced may be apt to V訂 yespecially n伺 r也ee紅白’ssurface, accom.panying 

w.i白白evariations of various kinds of meteorological elemen包， i.e., temp町 at町 e,

amount of rainfall, content of叩 ilmoisture and回 on. An actual低 amplewill be 

shown in Fig. 12 in which all Cぽ V伺紅edrawn by the original millimeter readings, In 

the compound of出eKakioka Magnetic Ob詑 rvatory,a temporary eastward line, 100 

met.町・slong, was installed in October, 1944, adjacent to the sub・regular base，く0・line.

In也isca鵠 鈎 theunderground・ wire was u艶 da simple lead cable，世riclcr児島 of白e

out町 leadcover and inner single layer思m were 0. 6 mm and 1. 0 mm, r・回pectively.

At first, registrations were found normal, but詑 emedgradually to become out of order 

before .not釦 longtime pa鈴edafter installation. In the figure D’sαlrYes will be 

re句onsiblefor the詔 mples.showing血.esedifferent process関. The curves, D’s, are 

αlculated from the hourly valu回 ofboth sub・regular base and t回 iporaryone by the 

following expr田sion,

一 企1~ .c111・S1 l S1 D1 :=e.-ae戸 S101ーl~lβ〉， β一一一ー α＝ー←一一一一ー一一
ム11 ’ Al2.~ ー β

where 
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e,: ho町 lyabsolute values of the sub-regular base line. 

em : hourly absolute values of the temporary base. 

I, : length of ordinate in mm on the recording papぽ fore, 

Im : length of ordinate in mm on the recording paper for e3 

Al, : mean length of ordinate in mm  corresponding to the amount of changes of 

short-period ・variations of the universal earth-currents for the sub-regular 

ba詑 line.

Lllm : corresponding value to Lll, for the temporary base line. 

St：配alevalueくmv/km)for the sub-regular base line. 

s，：詑alevalueくmv/km)for the temporary base line. 

Since it is r~ぬnable to suppose that the electric conductivity of the earth is constant 

during the time interval, now two days, as far as出e.pre記 ntba誕~紅e concerned, D1 

can be responsible for a kind of residual potential which depends upon the local 

potentials, mainly contact potentials. Then, if the curve D1 shows a straight line, 

both basea relatively have no variable contact potentials, while when it does not so, both 

or either of them contain some variable potentials in the interval of time concerned. 

In the figure出eUPP町 D1C町 veくDec.19・20,1944), which corr回pondsto the normal 

state at the biginning of the installation, shows almost a straight line in the limit of 

error, while on the contr町 y, the lower D, (Dec. 9・10,1950) changes wi血 a large 

diurnal variation. On the other hand, we have no such a diurnal variation in the D2 

curve which is calculated in a similar way as done for D, by combing the sub-regular 

ba艶，（1)-line,and regular EW ba民（0)-line.Then this large diurnal variation of D, 

must be originated in the tempor訂 ybase only. Indeed, it is very r回 sonableto詑 e

an intimate correlation between 01 (Dec, 9・10, 1950) and the simultaneous variation 

of回 iltemp館前町e白 shownin出e low田tcurv田， becausethe reexamination of 

the underground lead wires showed clearly faulty insulation at two p紅白 ofthe west 

pole wire. It is to be especially noted here that the “r回 idualpotentials ”， or 

"D-curve ”method proposed here will be useful for the detection of various kinds of 

local changes supperposed on other p紅白 ofpotentials, which may otherwise be ovぽー

looked even by a keen observer due to their small amplitude or indefinite occ出Tence.cm 

6. Comparison of universal earth-current potential.'> observed with 

di/ferentt kirids of electrodes and apparatus, 
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Fig. 12. An example aho'Ylng abnormal variations of回 rth・po旬ntialsdue to faulty insu・
lation of a underground I回 dingwire. 

(A) Galvanometer nuthod with di1Jerent kinds oj electrodes. 

In order to ch配 kwhe出.er鈎 meindependent r配 ordsobtained by the usual 

simple galvano彊etermethod with different kinds of electrodes and different order of 

magnitude of current flowing in the circuit do aαord with each others, or not, three 

temporary continuous ob担 rvationswぽ ecarried out in出ecompound at血eKakioka 

Magnetic Observatory. Each of the lin鎚 is伺 uallyof 100 meters long and laid almost 
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in the回 meeast-w倍 tvertical plane. In order to get accurate readings avoiding any 

error due to gradual change of absolute values, only short period variations continued 

less than thirty minutes were sel配 tedon the records. The calibration of potentials 

was made for the total circuit including由eground. The electrodes used were of fol-

lowing three kinds, saturated CuSO, non-polarizing single electrode, os> carbon rod double 

electrod回，＜10>and copper plates burried in charcoal powder ; their structures紅 esche・ 

matically shown in Fig. 13. Some details of the measurement and mean relative ampli-

Corkbα:z.ra 

_ f lectroo/tic仰 per-
Cylinc:ler' 

白rちon-rodElectrode 

Sea.lingαmpoond. 

fused. Lead. 

Copper wive 

ParαeffinS伺 keel
c~αmber 

0 1ocm 

Fig. 13a. CuS04 non-polarizing国 mellia・bottle

electrode. 
Fig. 13b. Carbon rod electrode. 

Fig. 13:. 
Copper・charcoal 
electrode, 

tude ratio which are derived fro:n the mean values of 

potentials for each specified interval of amplitude range 

are given in the following Table 9. As it may be expected 

only from the table, we can find no statistical significant 

difference between any two mean value:; of potentials among 

the three observations. It addition to the above experiment, 

fur.ther ・ test observations were carried out for shorter lines 

down to ten meters long, and the former result was $3.tisfactori-

Iy justified, As it is reasonably exp配 ted,therefore, it may be 
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Table 9. M回nrelative amplitude ratio for short period variations of universal回rth-curents.

Number of obs. 

: CuSO, 

Elec位。delCarbon 

Copper 

0-1. 99 

12 

1 

0.97 

0.99 

Amplitude ran酔シ mp/km f Sc 

12. 00-3. 9914. 00・5・99!＞印 ；cA町／mm)!
「－；－lことに三二｜ ！ 

1 1. 0.10－~ 

0.98 12. 0.10-s 

0.98 1.s.10-1 

Sc: Curr四 ts阻 sibilityof g包Ivanometer.
Ea: Mean 油田lutevalue of potentials expre鈴edbyαtrrent. 
h : depth of electrode at their. middle points. 

Ea 

くAmp.)

2. 5.10-s 

4.0.10-8 

1. 2.10-6 

h 

くαn)

20 

57 

350 

sufely訟 idthat the method of ・continuous galvanometric r配 ordingof earth-current 

potentials can afford the same result within the limit of町 rorwhen the field equipment 

is in favourable conditions, notwithstanding that the nature of material, dimension and 

arrangement of electrodes themselves and, m a certain ca詑， themagnitude of the 

current flowing up the circuit, are all different in wide range. 

〔B〕 Micromaxself・recording potentiometer method 

At Kakioka we compared the amplitudes of the universal earth-currents measured 

by two independent methods, the one was the simple galvanometric method above・men 

tioned and the other that of the self-recording potentiometer of micromax type. <20> The 

current sensibility of the galvanometer attached to the potentiometer is about 10-7 

amp/mm, which corr回pondsto 0. 6 mv/mm 相 Wr.m

on the recording paper, and the balancing 

operation can be repeated ・every two舘 conds.

’The potential di丘町encesto be measured are 

intぽ mittentlymarked on the sheet every 

fourty five seconds by synchronous devices. 

The bases u時 d for comparison are two JO ・・20 ・10

eastward lines of which one is the regular 

line，くの－line,and the oth町 running 1. 05 km 

long easterly from the point 150 meters 

east to the east pole of the former base. 

An位 ampleof comparison for the qiurnal 

従J

Eios20 

::> 

-10 

-20 

)i 

／ 

10 20 ~ヲ司~1.<.,.
Erso 

Fi1;t. 14. Com開 risonof 
amplitudes of univer田 l
回 r白叩πentpot四 tials
m回 suredby two methods; 
the one s四 sitivegalva-
nometer method CE1.so) 
and the other micromax 
舘 If-recording potentio 
meter method くE1.~）.
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variation is showh in Fig. 14 in which for the galvanometer metl:lod all available 

hourly departures from the mean in the whole period are given at just times, while 

for the potentiometer method each corresponding value is interporated by two 

consecutive points before and after the just time. As it is seen in the figurt'! two 

method. afford a good coincidence as a whole; their mean values of the absolute 

magnitude of departures are E刷＝6.79 mv/km and.E,05=6.85 mv/km, respectively. More-

over, more direct comparison by using the錨 meinstantaneous values for short period 

universal: variations showed better coincidence even for each individual observation. On the 

other hand, simil訂 comparisonsbetween two obsぽvationsmade by the galvanom~tric 

method onlv give no differences nearlv within the limit of e町 or.01) 

〔C〕 Polarization.

At last but not least a word should be added to the above-:;nentioned statement that 

we could hardly find any appreciable amount of so・called polarization effect as f訂 as

the above experiment was concerned. In order to・avoidor mi{limize polarization it is 

desirable on principle to m朗 surestatically; or lO keep the amount and duration of 

current flowing in the circuit as small as possible, in pracdce the latter, that is, 

potentiometric method will・ be betcer fo空白emeasurement. Nowadays, so:ne types of 

self-recording potentiometers with skillful mechanical or electroni~ devices may be applied 

to it. For the obs町 vationof. rather long period phenomena, an intermittent recording 

may be bettぽ fortlie aim of minimizing polarization, but at th.e ordinary ob崎町atory

continuous recordings of such short period variations as their duration time less than 

some minutes are needed as well as those of diurnal variations. From this point and 

other technical reasons, the sensitive galvanometric; method is conveniently used, and 

can be also effective, as already written, for minimizing polarization, provided satis-

factory perfox:mance of electrodes, small contact potentials and perfect insulation. Some 

experiments＜叫 andfield works suggest that. a p紅 tof polarization can be controlled by 

the physical and chemical natur偲 ofdifferent・ soils or artificially introduced materials 

around the electrodes. At any rate it is po田ibleto make polarization as small as to 

be practically neglected by using suitable method, proper app訂 atusand electrodes. 
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§ 3. Measurements ot earth-current Potentials at泊 eMagnetic Observatory 

(Kakioka) and its branch observatories 

1. Mesurements of earth currents at Kakioka. 

As it is sometim田 given in the pr，町田也・ng par.昭raph, 出町e.訂e some 

independent bases at Kakioka of which (0）・lines(Table 4. and Fig. 2）訂enow operating 

ぉ aregular routine bases. For convenience’s sake for the fur出町 statement,some 

償却ntialpoints of・ the equipment at Kakioka will be reviewed together with topography 

and geology m紅白eo出町vatory.仰〉

くi) Topogr<iphy and geology. 

The ob記rvingplace, Iムat.36。13.9'N and Long. 140。11.5’E, is located in the north・ 

但sternpart of the K wanto・Planeinto which a chain of mountains of Tsukuba block 

juts out to north・south, their average height being about four hundred meters. As 

sbowh iin Fig. 15 the observatory is situated .in the middle pa此 ofa small basin 

Fig. 15. 

elongated in the north-south direction to the east side of this・ chain of mountains. A 

small rivぽ， theKoise, runs through the basin from north-south to south・east and 
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empties into the Lake Kasurnigaw-a at the・ distance about 20km from the observatory. 

A small hill 136 metres high above the sea-level, stands about one kilometre apart in 

due south from the observatory, along its foot being Iaied down the regular eastward 

line. 

According to the geological survey carried out in the neighbourhood of the Tsu・ 

kuba mountain blocks by the Geological Survey Bureau<2'' and to oぽ preliminarymeasure司

ment of earth-resistivity made in the visinity of the obsぽ vatory.it was shown that 出e

geological structure in the hilly parts are more or less complex due to abundance of 

granite and micaschist. The la.nd near the obsぽ vatoryis, howevぽ， covぽ edwith the 

superfrcial uniform layer of loam, except in the upper p訂 tof也e,hill, where rocks 

lay bare at詑 veralpoints of the surfaむe. It can be presumed tliat the magnitude of 

universal earth-current variations or their direction of・ cu町entflow may be locally 

modified by such geological structures of subt町raninma田eswith high resistivity. 

くii) Layout and equipment. 

Some e踊entialpoints of the equipment for the regular base only will be described; 

here we have no touch about the sub-regular short base，く0・lines,installed as early as 

in 1932. The system of installation of the base is of aロ0部 type,but not a right angle 

common electrode one<2の；出eeast and north line3 intersect perpendicularly at a point 

70 meters west of the east electrode and 90 meters south of the norlh one. The base 

length of the north component line is 1. 10 km, its direction being north five degrees 

weat. The回 stline is 1. 50 km long and runs to north eighty five degrees east. This 

orientation of the lines was adopted to be suited to the topography and low expense, but 

has no. inevitable need for the observation. The area in the immediate vicinity along 

the lines is more or less flat, the maximum range of its rqggedn慣sbeing less than ten 

metres at most, and quite negligible compared with the base lengch. The overhead 

lines, doubly coated rubbぽ insulatedcoppぽ wir回，ぽesupported by porcelain double 

cup insulators fixed on wooden pilars at・ a height about fo町 me紅白 abovethe surface. 

The maintenance of all field equipments in good conditions has been carried on by 

laborious tour of inspection along the long course of lines and careful testing for their 

damages and faulty insulation. 

The electrode in u詑 isof double・electrode type，出atis, consists of two copper plates 

of one metre squ紅 econnected parallel to the main line. Each ・plate is hurried vertically 
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in fine oak charcoal gravels of血reeor four hundred kilograms at the depth of about 

也reemet町 sor more below the surface, the horizontal distance being five meters ap訂 t.

The p紅 tof lead-covered cable from回 chplate was t白 tedfor its insulation and coated 

with asphalt of superior quality to protect the part from corrosion and leakage. The 

soils in the immediate vicinity of the回 stand north electrodes訂 em出erbrown colour 

loam to the depth about two meters from which it becomes sandy, while the uppぽ~Ost

layer at出esouth and west elec位od回 紅emore clayish brown loam up to the dep位1

three metres. During the ins也llationthe charcoal -fine gravels were packed firmly and 

uniformly紅 ound血eelectrodes wi出 carefuland patient end回 vourto make a pair-of 

el配 trodeas equall as po田 ible. The digged soils were returned back in the hole in their 

natural order of deposit and harden by falling a heavy weight uniformly upon the whole 

atea of the hole. 

As the method of recording is used a galvanometric one. The sens.ibility of the 

galvanometer is enough for the ordinary recording at the order of 10-s～10-9 amp. /mm, 

be<沼田eamplitude of earth-current potentials is relatively large ; especially for the east 

component m回 nmaximum range of出ediurnal variation amounts to 19. lmv/km in the 

sunspot minimum year 1倒3. In each circuit is inserted a series resistance of manganin 

wires of some ten出OU詞 ndohrns. It is so large compared with the effective contact 

r田istance3・of出eelectrod回目tatthe total reistance of the circuit becomes almost equal 

to the ~eries resistance itself. The earth-potentials are photographically recorded and 

αlc凶atedby血edeflections of由egalvanometer and the scale values, which are 

frequently ・calibrated by a stan也rdelectromotive force impre路 edaero田 the.galvanometer 

unit in place of the line. The hourly Z町opositions of the galvanometer, from which 

hourly values訂 er回 d，紅eauto mat・ 

iαUy marked on the r配 ordingpaper 

by opening出ecircuit-for two minutes 

from just time wi也也edock・con仕ol・

ed murcury relay. The r配 ordingis 

made on the floor in a semi-under-

ground house at the dep出 twometres 

below the surface. A model of the 

simple circuit is shown in Fig. 16. 

N S E W 

Fig. 16,. A model circuit for t.he galvanometric 
method making possible to have two kinds of 
回 libration.;the one for total circuit including 
the姐 rthand llnes, while the other excluding 
them. 
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Regarding the measuremennt of回 r血－r回 istivitysome de凶 lswill be given in 

出elatter chapter. 

2. Routine observations of em・thイurrentsat observatories a,ttached to the 

Magnetic ObservatoryくJ(akioka).

At present routine observations of e紅白－cur.rentsare going on at following出ree

places, Memambetsu in Hokkaido District, Kanoya in Kyushyu Dis位ictand Haranomachi 

in the middle part of Japan Island. Their geographical coordinate3 and base length are 

given in血efollo悦 ngTable lO. The equipments at血回eplacea.訂 era出ersimilar wi白

血0詑 atKakioka, but electrodes themselves used are of double回 rbonrodsくFig.13b) 

except copper cylindぽsat Memambetsu. 

Observat 

Memambetsu 

Kano ya 

H;uョnomachi

Table 10. 

Long.くE)

43。55’
31 25 

~ ~ 

144。12’
130 53 

140 56 

Base I朗 gth

EW後 NS併

160m 195m 

1.65km 2.80km 

1.33km 0.85km 

。。 G伺 graphi回 l朗自it-west阻 d・north・田uth

Due to出eviolent meteorological disturbanc倍， inthe sp配 ifiedpぽfodof a y伺 r

出emaintenance of the regular recording is so difficult and frequently spoiled at Memam-

betsu and Kanoya. At出部eplac回 und町ground伺 bl回 -andsp配 ialdevices of ・ the 

construction and performance of eleetrode町estrongly demanded. 

Conc!uding Remarks for the chapter. I 

In this first chaptぽ 紅ediscussed the fundamental problems of伺 r血－currentmea-

Sぽ emen ts，出atis, the method and app訂 atusused, performance and maintenace of field 

equipment and :various kinds of町 rorswhich may be introduced in出emeasurement. 

In some sense, thoUgh they・ seem to be simple, they have not hitherto been treated so 

systematically that even at pre8ent there remain some ob配uriti出 toprevent the active 

improvement in this field of geophysics. The experimental and actual field informations 

will m政ebetter survice to the observations of various kinds of earth-current potentials, 

and further pr配 iseunderstanding of this・ branch of science. 
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